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ABSTRACT

An  exploratory  study  was  under`taken  in  an  attempt  to

define  physiciari's  or`ientations  in  the  diagnosis  of

hypepkinesis.     Sixty  eight  physicians  were  asked  to  r`ank

the  10  most  fr.equently  reported  symptoms  of  hyper`kinesis

(elements,1966)   and   10   symptoms  frequently  obser`ved   in

children  by  the  author`  at  a  child  evaluation  clinic.

ractor`  analysis  of  the  data  suggested  that  therie  was  at

least  two  ppimar`y  or`ientations  among  physicians  evaluating

hyperkinetic  childr`en  (neuriological  and  emotional)  and

possibly  a  third  or`ientation  involving  physical-develop-
mental  deficits.     The  results  seemed  to  indicate  that  the

only  specific  indicator`s  of  hypertkinesis  wer`e  behavioral

items.     Suggestions  wer`e  priovided  fort  follow-up  studies.

1

CRAPTER   I

INTRODUCTION

Hyperkinesis  is  one  of  several  ambiguous  labels  that

have  been  adopted  by  medical  and  social  scientists  in  an

attempt  to  isolate  and  clef ine  behavioral  problems  in

childr`en.     The  ter.in  was  first  used  in  a  diagnostic  context

by  Laufer`  and  Denhoff   (1957)   who  noticed  the  frequent

association  of  large  muscle  hyperactivity  in  childr`en  with

brain  dysfunction.     This  observation  led  to  a  proposed

syndrome  peferr`ed  to  as  hyper`kinetic   impulse  disortder`.     A

subsequent   study  by  Laufer,   Denhoff ,   and  Solomons   (1957)   led

to  the  postulation  of  a  disturbance  in  function  of  the

diencephalon  and  associated  cor`tical  areas.     The  evidence

for.  this  theory  was  not  conclusive,  but  the  concept  of

minimal  bliain  dysfunction  became  part  of  the  definition  of

the  syndrome.     This  study  set  the  stage  for`  an  avalanche  of

rieseapch  on  aspects  of  hyper`kinesis   such  as  symptomatology

(elements,1966;   Routh  8   Roberts,1972),   associated   lear`ning

problems   (Laufer   S   Denhoff,1957;   Friebupgs   8   Douglas,1969),

and  activity  level   (Wer`riy   8   Spr`ague,   1969),  just  to  mention

a  few.     The  evidence  that  has  been  found  in  all  this

r`esearch  is  contradictory,  to  say  the  least,  and  has

pr.oduced  many  questions   but   few  answer`s.

One  of  the  most  confusing  aspects  of  hyperkinesis  is

the  lack  of  specific  definitional  constr`ucts.     Disagr`eement
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on  the  use  of  the  ter`m  is  reflected  by  the  wide  riange  of

behavior.al  and  socially  maladaptive  characteristics  that

are  associated  with  the  diagnostic  categoriy.     The  main

focus  of  investigator`s   is  on  symptomatology:   emphasizing

motor`  activity  and  associated  pr`oblems  in  behavioral,

social,   and  psychological  traits.     Clements   (1966)   rieviewed

over  100  publications  on  minimal  br`ain  dysfunction.     He

found  a  large  numberi  of   symptoms  which  were  generlal  and

conflicting.     Howeveri,   he  did  come  up  with  a  list  of  the

ten  most  fr`equently  cited  character`istics.     These  character-

istics  were,   in  oridep  of  fr`equency:   hypertactivity,  percep-

tual-motort  impairments,   emotional  lability,  general

coordination  deficits,  disorders  of  attention,  impulsivity,

disorderis  of  memoriy  and  thinking,   s|>ecific  learning  disabi-

lities,  disorders  of  speech  and  hear`ing,  and  equivocal

neur.ological   signs  and  EEC   ir`riegular`ities.     However`,   it  was

noted  that  variability  beyond  that  expected  for  age  and

measuried  intelligence  was  pr`esent  thr`oughout  most  of  these

gener`al  characteristics  as  well  as  fort  specific  symptoms
under`   each  category.      Schr`ager`,   Lindy,   Har`r`ison,   MCDer`mouth,

and  Killins   (1966)   conducted  a  survey  of  pediatr`icians,

teacher`s,   psychologists,   psychiatr`ists,   and  social  wor`kers

to  determine  the  most  chariacteristic  behavior.s  of  hyper`kinetic

children.     The  r`esults  pr`ovided  a  consensually  validated

list  of  6  behavior`s:   harid  to  manage,   fidgets  and  r`estless,

-tar
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cannot  sit.still,  easily  distrtacted,  inattentive,  and  cannot

tolerate  fl`ustriation.     Stewarit,  Pitts,   Cr`aig,  and  Dieliuf

(1966)   inter`viewe.d  the  mother`s  of   37   hyper`kinetic  childr`en

and  found  that  over  two  thirds  of  the  children  were

described  as:   talks  too  much,  cannot  sit  still,  wear`s  out

toys  and  furniturie,   fidgets,  does  not  complete  assignments,

and  does  not   stay  with  games.      Lapouse  and  Monk   (1958)

found  that  approximately  50%  of  children  aged   6  to  12  wer`e

described  by  theiri  mothers  as  being  over`active,  while

approximately  one  thir`d  wer`e  descr`ibed  as  restless.     A

r`eview  of  the  riesearch  on  activity  level  by  Cr`omwell,

Baumeister,   and  Hawkins   (1963)   showed  that  the  majority  of

studies  failed  to  suppor`t  quantitative  differences  between

the  behavioris  of  hyperkinetic  and  non-hypertkinetic  children.

Thus  it  appearis  that  quantitative  differ`ences  in  activity

level  may  be  secondary  to  some  other  aspect  of  behavior`.

An  essential  element  of  activity  level  is  the  rielation-

ship  between  motor  behavior`  and  the  environment.     The  activity

of  hyperkinetic  childr`en  is  char.acter`istically  interipreted

as  being  situationally  or`  socially  inappropr`iate   (Mcconnell,

Cr`omwell,   Bialer,   a   Son,   1964;   MCFar`land,   Peacock,   a   Watson,

1966;   Wer`r`y,1968).      Werr`y   and   Spr`ague   (1969)   emphasize   the

point  that  while  the  hyperkinetic  child  may  exhibit  an
activity  level  in  the  upper.  limits  of  the  r`ange  of  motor

activity  in  the  population,  ther`e  is  also  a  qualitative
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char`acteriistic  of  activity  that  is  situationally  inappr`op-

plate.     This  element  of  the  hyperkinetic  child's  behavior`

inevitably  results  in  conflict  with,  and  subsequent

disrtuption  of,  the  socio-familial  envir`onment.     The  negative

ter`ms  used  by  pr`ofessionals  and  parents  to  describe  hyper-

kinetic  childr`en  suggests  that  the  labels  may  I`eflect  morte

of  their  feelings  about  the  .child  than  the  actual  behavior`

he  exhibits.     This  concept  is  supported  by  a  study  in  which

64  children  diagnosed  as  hyperkinetic  were  r`e-evaluated

five  years  after`  the  initial  diagnosis   (Weiss,  Minde,  Wer`r.y,

Douglas,   8  Nemeth,1971).     It  was  found  that  whereas

restlessness  had  been  the  pr`imar`y  complaint  for  each  child

at  the  initial  evaluation,  it  was  no  longer`  the  chief

complaint  for  any  child.     Ther`e  was  also  a  highly  significant

reduction  in  hyperactive  scores,  as  measured  by  a  rating

scale,  fort  the  group.     This  reduction  in  scortes  could  be

explained  by  a  regression  to  the  mean  or  a  result  of  being

five  yeal`s  older,  but  a  comparison  with  2u  non-hyperikinetic
• children  fr`om  the  same  classroom  showed  that  the  pr`eviously

descr`ibed  hyperkinetic  children  exhibited  significantly -
mor`e  "organized  behaviort  unrelated  to  classr`oom  activity"

(Weiss,   et  al,1971,   p.   ull).     However,   the  restlessness

was  no  longer`  displayed  thr`ough  locomotion,   but  rather`  by

sedentar`y  activity  such  as  playing  with  pencils.     Thus  it

appearis  that  hyper`activity  is  not  necessar`ily  clef ined  by
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activity  alone,  but  by  the  relatedness  of  the  activity  to

the  situation.
Although  excess  motor.  activity  is  the  most  commonly

riepor.ted  symptom  in  hyperikinetic  children,   lealining  problems

arie  also  frequently  cited   (Chess,1960;   Menkes,   Rowe,   8

Menkes,1967;   Millichap,  Aymat,   Stupgis,   Larsen,   8   Egan,

1968;   Stewar.t,   Pitts,   Craig,   8   Dier`uf,1966;   Wepr.y,1968;

Wunderlich,1969).     Howeverl,   the  learning  perifor`mance  of

hypepkinetic  childr`en  is  var`iable  in  both  day  to  day  and

task  to  task  perfor`mance   (Thelander.,   Phelps,   8  Kir.k,1958;

Newman,1956).     The  specific  natur`e  of  learning  deficits  is

unclean  as  r`esear`ch  on  this  subject  has  yielded  inconsis-

tent  findings.     Laufer  and  Denhoff   (1957)   and  Lauferi,   et  al

(1957)  r.eported  that  the  hyperiactive  children  in  their

studies  exhibited  learning  pr`oblems  in  arithmetic,  hand-

writing,   and  r`eading.     Fr`iel>ur.gs  and  Douglas   (1969)   failed

to  find  par.ticular  difficulty  with  arithmetic  ori  numberi

concepts  in  their.  study  of  hy|)erkinetic  childrien.     A  number`

of  studies  have  attr`ibuted  visual  motor  dysfunctions  to

lear`ning  pr`oblems  in  hyperkinetic  childr.en   (Laufer`,   et  al,-
1957;   Thelander`,   et   al,1958;   Wer`r`y,1968;   Werry   a   Spr`ague,

1969;   Werr`y,   Weiss,   Douglas,   8   Mar`tin,1966).      However`,

ther`e  is  very  little  verification  as  to  the  skills  affected
or.  the  mechanisms  r`esponsible.     Anderson   (1963)   reporited

reversal  and  mir`r`oriing  pr`oblems  in  reading.     This  finding
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.   was  also  r`epor`ted  I)y  Burks   (1960)   who  also   found  poor`

pertformance  on  achievement  tests.     Chess   (1960)   r`epor`ted

that  the  hyper`kinetic  children  she  studied  evidenced

vartiability  in  both  incidence  and  type  of  learning  problem,

and  that  a  number.  of  childrien  performed  adequately  on

achievement  tests  even  though  they  did  not  per`form  well  on

a  day  to  day  basis.     This  finding  Seems  to  follow  the

assumption  that  hyperkinetic  childr.en  have  limited  attention

span,  but  it  does  not  make  sense  to  imply  that  a  ahild

cannot  stay  with  a  task  when  he  exhibits  the  ability  to

per`form  well  on  cer.tain  days.     Nevertheless,   it  seems
impor`tant  to  differ`entiate  limited  attention  span  friom

learning  prioblems.

Routh  and  Rober.ts   (1972)   examined   89   childr`en  Iieferr`ed

to  a  child  development  clinic  because  of  poor  school

periformance.     A  multidisciplinar.y  team  obtained  16  measul`es

of  the  most  fr`equently  hypothesized  symptoms  of  minimal

briain  dysfunction.     Statistical  analysis  of  the  findings

indicated  few  significant  r`elationships  between  symptoms

when  age  and  IQ  wer`e  statistically  contr`olled.     The  authors

concluded  that  the  results  do  not  suppor`t  a  behavior`al

syndr`ome  of  minimal  br`ain  dysfunction.

The  findings  in  the  literature  seem  to  r`efute,  riather

than  support,  the  concept  of  a  specific  behavioral  syndr.one.

The  critical  issue  in  the  diagnosis  and  treatment  of

7

hyper.kinesis  seems  to  be  dependent  upon  what  practitioner`s

ar`e  looking  for.     However,   it  is  not  very  clear.  as  to  what

the  impor`tant  factoris  ar`e  in  the  evaluation  pr`odedur`e.     This

study  was  an  explor`atory  project  that  attem|)ted  to  identify

the  orientations  of  a  sample  of  physicians  and  the  signifi-

cant  factors  that  account  for  the  var`iability  in  definitio-
nal  constructs.
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CHAPTER   11

METHOD

•  Stimuli.     Th`e  stimuli  fop  the   study  were  a  coveri-letter`

and  a  questionnaire  containing  the  10  most  fr`equently

r`eportted  symptoms  of  minimal  br`ain  dysfunction  as  cited  by

Clements   (1966)   and   10   symptoms   frtequently  obser`ved   in

children  seen  by  the  author`  at  a  child  evaluation  clinic

(see  Appendices  A  8   8).     The   symptoms  were  randomly  grouped

in  clusterts  of  5  to  insur`e  that  the  order`  of  presentation

of  the  symptoms  would  not  indicate  which  items  wer`e  most

important  to  the  experimenter.

Subj eats . One  hundred  and  fifty  physicians  currently

active  in  child  treatment  were  r`andomly  selected  fr`om  the

1975  Physicians  Dir`ector`y  for  North  Carolina.     Questionnaires

werie  sent  to  each  physician  and  a  follow-up  letter`   (Appendix

C)   was  mailed  to  each  individual  who  did  not  riespond  within

one  month.     Twenty  one  of  the  individuals  could  not  be

reached,  r`educing  the  sample  size  to  129  physicians  that

were  contacted.     Sixty  .eight  of  these  r`emaining  physicians

responded  to  the  questionnair`e   (a  r`etupn  r`ate  of   53%)

providing  a  final  sample  of  38  pediatr`icians,11  child

psychiatrists,   lL[  family  prtactitioners,  and  5  general

pract it ioner`s .
Pr`ocedupe . Each  individual  was  instructed  to  inspect

the  list  of  sym|>toms  and  place  a  check  mark  next  to  10  of

9

the  symptoms  considered  most  relevant  to  hypei`kinesis,

and  then  riank  these  symptoms  fr`om  1  to  10   in  the  space

pr.ovided  on  the  questionnaire.     Subjects  wer.e  furtheri

instructed  to  rtank  the  riemaining   symptoms   fr`om  11  to   20

and  then  double-check  their  rankings  to  make  sure  they  wer`e

satisfied  with  the  oridert.     Information  was  also  collected

on  each  individual's  years  of  experience,  medical  specialty,

and  type  of  prtactice,   i.   e.,   pr`ivate,   grioup,   etc.
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CIIAPTER   Ill

RESULTS

The   symptoris  were  numbered  fr`om  1  to   2.0   (no   specific

order)   and  each  physician's  r`ank  was  entered  under  the

appropr`iate   symptom.      Symptoms  which  wer`e  not   scor`ed  by  a

physician  were  assigned  a  mean  riank  relative  to  the  r`ank
order  of  the  scored  symptoms  fort  that  individual.     The  paw

data  is  pr`esented  in  Appendix  D.     The  main  emphasis  of  the

analysis  was  to  match  the  physicians  to  identify  grtoups

in  which  there  were  different  diagnostic  or.ientations.

This  was  accomplished  by  an  obverse  factor  analysis   (Friuchteri,

195u,   I).176)   in  which  the  physicians  were  used  as  variables,

while  the  symptoms  were  used  as  cases.     Spearman  r`ank

coppelations  wer`e  computed  for`  the  responses  of  all  pair`s

of  physicians   (these  data  will  not  be  priesented  as  the

col`relations  arie  secondarty  to  the  pur`pose  of  the  study).
\

The  coITelation  matrix  was  then  factor`  analyzed   (BMD  pr`ogram

03M,   Dixon,1971,   p.169).     Five  factors  were  extracted  from

the  initial  cor`relation  matr`ix  and  orthogonally  r.otated.     The

rotated  factort  matrix  is  shown  in  Table  1.     Physicians  wer`e

grtouped  according  to  their`  highest  factor`  loading   (only
factor`  loadings  of   .Lt  and  above  were  examined).     When  there

was  no  clear`  emphasis  of  one  factor`  over  another   (physicians

5,17,   3It,   50,   8   6Ll   emphasize   2   factor`s   that  ape   not

separated  by  a  loading  of  gr`eater  than   .05),  the  individuals

Table  1.

Factor  loadings  friom  r`otated  factor  matrix

Factor
123u

L'1

77
7P
6LT

5P
6LT

66
6P

.64

.23

.17

.20

.53

.Oil

.16

.08
.72                      -.01
.67                           .28
.L[6                                 .1'3

.83                           .21

.55                          .15

.39                           .20

.38                              .L'8

.65                     -.06

.u6                          .38

.42                           .25

.68                      -.02

.59

.81

.62

.23

.66

.68

.7L'

.37

.60

.82

.81

.39

.69

.68

.5Ll

.48

.13

.71

.35

.76

.39

.69

.61

.33

.20

.22

.69

.37

.49

.27

.51

.20

.13

.19

.36

.22

.17

.1Ll

.59

.89

.38

.38

.uo

.28

.H3

.H2

.22

.L[8

.u6

.50

.18

.It7

.03

.25

.66

.53

.11

.31

.L[8

.21

.30

.Llo

.21

.WO

.14

.I+2

.32

.38

.16

.L[2

.21

.39

.55

.12

.18

.L'9

.13

.19

.19

.65
L'0                       -.13
4H                             .26
2W                        -.06
38                           .37

.26                           .19

.31                     -.01

.3+                           .14

.47                           .09

.17                          .2u

.115                         -.09

.u5                      -.07

.+3                          .10

.52                     -.15

.38                      -.13

.52                            .03

.32                      -.07

.29                          .11

.60                      -.22

.66                     -.17

.59                           .01

.27                            .05

.78                     -.03

.511                                .15

.52                          .14

.37                      -.20

.20                          .21

.38                            .22

.35                           .08

.28                      -.06

.25                           .03

.67                     -.02

.L17                           -.20

.39                     -.10

.30                             .Ou

.43                               .1L[

.53                      -.02

.H7                             .31

.53                     -.12

.18                           .25

.02                     -.19

.46                          .13

.39                            .06

.15                     -.06

.62                           .10

.38                      -.10

.46                         .15

11
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Table  1   (continued)

Factor`
3u5

12

L17

P3
72
31
28
01
26
58
01
13
66
72

.10

.u8

.31

.18

.31

.09

.11

.11

.27

.89

.25

.41+

73                     -.02
58                     -.05

.84

.43

.29

.62

.68

.76

.73

.39

.30

.39

.W1

.35

02
13
23
10
30
19
23
52
28
59
25
68

18
03
PP
56
LT7

71                          .25
08                     -.63
28                           .08
62                    -.12
58                     -.37

.11                     -.02                         .63

.17                          .73                          .06

.56                        .44                     -.13

.76                      -.1Ll                      -.27

.19                    -.02                    -.19

.37

.17

.H9

.12

.3u

.58

.26

.30

.36

.32

.19

.08
P8
.32
.68
.13

.3u                           .32

.42                          .13

.11                    -.19

.71                          .01

.28                      -.1+

.53                      -.15

.69                          .08

.53                          .14

.L[5                               .01

.IT2                                -.OLL

.39                           .18

.51                    -.21

.28                           .25

.17                          .35

.u2                    -.01

.30                           .08
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wer`e  not  assigned  to  a  gr`oup  to  avoid  contamination  due  to

nonhomogeneous  cases.     Four  distinct  factor  groups  wer`e

obtained  friom  the  first  fouri  factors.     The  fifth  factor  was

an  aritifact  of  the  statistical  pr`ocedure,  as  only  2  physi-

cians  emphasized  this  factor  and  the  cor`relation  between

them  was  highly  negative.

Mean  ranks  were  computed  fort  each  symptom  in  all   4

gr`oups.     The   symptom  r`ankings  friom  the  largest  group   (factor

1,   n=3L[)   were  aririanged   in  orider  fr`om  lowest   to  highest,

accol`ding  to  mean  riank.     The  compariison  of  symptom  riankings

across  grioups  is  presented  in  Table  2.     A  gr`aphic  repr`esen-

tation  of  the  compar`ison  is  provided  in  Figur`e  1.     Visual

inspection  of  the  griaph  shows  the  general  agreement  among

all  4  gr.oups  upon  the  f irtst  few  symptoms  and  the  last  f ew

symptoms.     The  middle  r.ange  of  the  gr`aph   shows  the  var`iation

in  I.anking  among  the  gr`oups.

None  of  the  groups  agree  with  the  ordert  of  importance

of  symptoms  cited  in  the  liter.atur`e   (see  Table  3).     This  is
•possibly  explained  by  the  fact  that  the  symptoms  in  the

alledged  syndrome  ar.e  not  or`der`ed  in  ter`ms  of  any  categorical
ryas

rielationship,  while  the  significant  symptoms  in  this  sturdy

(ranked in  the  top  two  thir`ds  of  the  20  items) ,  on  the  other

hand,  do  appear`  to  be  cluster`ed  in  terms  of  their`  categortical

relatedness  to  each  other`.     All  of  the  gr`oups  place  their`

primary  emphasis   (fir`st  five  r`anks)   on  the  behavioral
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Table   2.

Mean  rtanks  of   symptoms  across   factor  grioups

Gr,Oup
123W

1  Hyper.activity
2  Impulsivity
3  Dis  of  Atten
L[  Emot   Lability
5   Gen   Coor`d   Def
6' Pepc   Mtr`   Impts
7   Spec   Lrng  Dis
8   EEC   Irr`eg
9   Ir`peg   Sleep

10   Inj   Prone
11   Men   8   Thnkg   Dis
12   Speech   8   Hear`ing
13   Enur`esis
lH   Thumb/Nail
15  Phys  Irmat
16   Low   IQ
17   Headaches
18   Encopr`esis
19  Allergies
20   Vit   Defncy

1.3                 2.4                1.6                3.0
3.1                 6.6
3.3                  6.3
5.8                 6.3
6.0                9.1
7.0             '15.8
7.1             11.3
7.1               12.L[
9.0                    Ll.9

10.1             10.8
10.2                 8.2
12.LL                11.5
14.1               6.9
1L[.11                      7.6

14.9             16.3
15.2             11.6
15.6             17.1
16.3             15.6
17.1             13.8
18.8              18.6

4.6                 2.8
2.6                 3.9
5.1                u.9

12.6                 5.8
10.1            11.3

7.5                 5.0
10.8             13.5

9.6             10.9
11.8                 8.2

5.9              10.2
11.2             12.2
14.L[              14.5
15.6               111.3
1L+.8                12.3
10.2            ill.5
15.2             1q.8
15.2             16.2
13.L[               15.9
17.1             16.3

15

1     2     3     I+     5      6      7    8      9    io   1112   i3m   1516   i7re   1920

Symptoms

rigur.e  1:     mean  r`anks  of  symptoms  across   factor`  gr`oups
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Table   3

Sympt.oms  listed  in  orderi  of  mean  rank  by  gr`oup

Gr,Oup

123

Hyper`activity
Impulsivity
Dig  of  Atten
Emot  Lability
Coorid  Def icits
Per`c  Mtr`   Impts
Spec   Lng  Disab
Neuro   8   EEC
Irpeg  Sleep
Inj   Pr`one
Men  8   Thinking
Speech  8   Hrng
Enuresis
Thumb/Nail
Phys  Irmat
LOw   IQ
Headaches
Encopresis
Allergies
Vitmn  Def

Hypepactivity
Irrieg  Sleep
Dis  of  Atten
Emot  Lability
Impulsivity
I:nur`esis
Thumb/Nail
Men   S   Thinking
Coord  Deficits
Inj   Pr`one
Spec   Lng  Disab
Speech   8   Hr`ng
IJOW   IQ
Neulto   8   EEC
Allergies
Encopresis
Perc  Mtr  Impts
Phys  Irmat
Headaches
Vitmn  Def

Hypeliactivity
Dig  of  Atten
Impulsivity
Emot  Lability
Men  8   Thinking
Spec   Lng  Disab
Irreg  Sleep
Perc  Mtr  Impts
Low   IQ
Neuro   8   EE:G
Speech   8   Hrng
Inj   Pr`one
Coord  Def icits
Allergies
Phys  Irmat
Headaches
Encopresis
Enuresis
Thumb/Nail
Vitmn  Def

Impulsivity
Hypeliactivity
Dis  of  Atten
Emot  Lability
Spec   Lng  Disab
Coord  Deficits
Inj   Pr,one
Men  8   Thinking
Irrieg  Sleep
Per`c   Mtr`   Impts
Speech  8   Hpng
Phys  Irmat
Neuro   8   EEC
Thumb/Nail
Enur`esis
LOw   IQ
Headaches
Allergies
Encopresis
Vitmn  Def
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.symptoms,   i.   e. ,   hyper`activity,   impulsivity,   disortder`s  of

attention,  and  emotional  lability  ar`e  ranked  in  the  first

five  symptoms,   which  is  not   suriprising  as  these  symptoms

ar`e  readily  observable  without  special  diagnostic  tools  and

they  seem  to  be  the  complaints  made  by  par`ents  and  teacher`s

who  r`efer  children  to  physicians.     It  is  also  interesting

to  note  that  injur`y  prtoneness  is  considered  importtant  by  all

grioups  and  that  it  is  consistently  ranked  next  to  general
coor`dination  deficits.     This  rielationship  is  quite  logical

and  fur`ther  supporits  the  idea  that  the  syndr`ome  cited  in  the

literature  is  orider`ed  rathert  ar`bitr`ar`ily.     All  of  the  gr`oups

also  consistently  rank  physical  immatur`ity,  headaches,

aller.gies,   encopresis,  and  vitamin  deficiency  in  the  lower

third  of  the  20   symptoms,   suggesting  that  these  symptoms

ape  not  important  to  the  diagnosis  of  hypepkinesis.

Examination  of  the   symptoms   or`deped   6   thr`ough  12   shows

the  major`  differ`ences  between  gr`oups  and   indicates  the

impor`tant  factoris  in  the  r`elated  physician's  orientations.

Gr`oups  1  and  2  exhibit  the  clear`est  indications  of  specific

orientations.     Grloup  1  appear`s  to  be  neurologically

oriented,   i.   e.,   the   symptoms  given  secondariy  emphasis  are

periceptual-motor`  impairments ,   specific  learining  disabilities ,
and  equivocal  neur`ological   signs  and  EEC  irtpegulartities.

Ther`e   is  moder`ate  emphasis  on   sever`al   symptoms  that  can  be

related  to  anxiety,  physical  deficits,  or  developmental
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problems  (irir.egular  sleep,   injur.y  proneness,  disorders  of
memor.y  and  thinking,  and  speech  and  hear`ing  disoriders) .

The  significance  of  these  symptoms  is  not  cleari,  but  the

fact  that  2  anxiety-I`elated  symptoms   (enur`esis  and  thumb

sucking  and  nail  biting,  etc.)  al`e  not  ranked  as  imporitant

by  this  gr`oup  suggests  that  ther`e  is  possibly  a  ter.tial`y

emphasis  on  physical-developmental  problems.     Grioup  2   seems

to  be  oriented  towalids  emotional  pr.oblems  as  they  emphasize

the  anxiety  I.elated  symptoms,   i.   e.,   sleep  disturbances,

enur.esis,  and  thumb  sucking  and  nail  biting.     The  specific

neurological  indicator.  (neurological  signs  and  EEC  irriegula-

I`ities)   is  not  I`anked  as  impor`tant  by  this  grtoup,  clearly

contrasting  with  grioup  1.     The  symptoms  ranked  as  moderately

important  (disorder.s  of  memory  and  thinking,  coor.dination

deficits,  injur`y  proneness,  specific  leartning  disabilities,

and  disorder`s  of  speech  and  heal`ing)   seem  to  indicate  that

physical-developmental  pr.oblems  may  also  be  signif icant  to
the  or.ientation  of  this  grou|).     Group  3  is  a  curtious  lot.

The  neurologically-r`elated  symptoms  ar.e  considered  impor`tant

by  this  grioup,  but  these  symptoms  are  not  clustered  toge-     -a

then  and  low  IQ  has  been  inserted  as  a  cr`itical  item.    -Group

3  also  ranks  the  anxiety-I`elated  symptoms  emphasized  by

group  2  as  unimportant.     The  or.ientation  of  this  gr`oup  is
not  clear.     The  .individuals  in  this  group  gener`ally  showed

loadings  on  several  factors,  and  it  appears  that  the  group

19

does  not  re|>r`esent  an  important  factor`.     A  larger  sample

size  is  needed  to  clarify  the  meaning  of  this  group.     Group

u  is  the  clearest  indicator`  of  which  symptoms  the  indivi-

duals  in  the  gr`oup  did  not  consider  impor`tant   (many  of  the

subjects  in  this  group  failed  to  I`ank  10  of  the  symptoms,

stating  that  they  did  not  consider  these  symptoms  r`elevant

to  hypepkinesis).     This  gI.oup  consider`s    the  mor`e  specific

neurtological  and  emotional  symptoms   (neupological  signs  and

EEC  ir`regular`ities,   enuresis,  thumb  sucking  and  nail  biting)

unimporttant.     The  symptoms  r`anked  as   important  by  this  gr`oup

(specific  lear`ning  disabilities,  coor`dination  deficits,
injur`y  pr`oneness,   disorders  of  memor.y  and  thinking,   irtr`egular`

sleep,  perceptual-motor`  impairtments,   speech  and  hearing

disor`der`s,  and  physical  immatur`ity)  are  all  related  to

physical  deficiencies  and  developmental  problems,   suggesting
that  the  or`ientation  of  the  group  is  physical-developmental.

Again,  however`,  a  lariger  sample  size  is  needed  to  clarify

the  position  of  this  group.
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CHAPTI:R   IV

DISCUSSION

The  sam|>le  size  of  the  study  is  insufficient  to  justify

definite  conclusions  from  the  data  as  an  n  of  200  is

r`equir.ed  for  a  corl`elation  pr`ocedure  with  20   items   (Brigner`,

Note  1;   Ter`r`ant,   Note   2).     However`,   therie  are  clear  tr`ends

among  the  physician' s  rankings  that  war`r`ant  interpretation.

The  results  arie  not  in  agrieement  with  the  syndrome  cited  by

Clements   (1966).     The  data  suggests  that  the  only  symptoms

that  ar`e  specific  indicator`s  of  the  hypertkinetic  syndr`ome

ape  the  behaviorial  items.     Thel`e  seems  to  be  clear  disagr`ee-

ment  among  physicians  in  terms  of  diagnostic  orientations.

The  data  suggests  that  therte  are  at  least  two  clear`

or.ientations  among  physicians   (neuriological  and  emotional) ,

and  possibly  a  third  orientation  r.evolving  around  physical-

developmental  deficits.    This  is  quite  logical,  as  deficits

in  any  of  these  al`eas  can  possibly  account  fort  the  behavior`al

symptoms  emphasized  by  pal`ents  and  professionals.     However,
• the  differ`ences  in  oriientations  may  have  significant  impact  on

adequate  diagnosis  and  tr.eatment,  as  cr.itical  pr`oblem  alleas
ap

may  be  overlooked  if  the  consulting  physician's  diagnostic

framework  is  too  I.igid.     The  disagr`eement  among  physicians

argues  in  favor`  of  a  morie  thorough  diagnostic  pr`ocess,

such  as  multidisciplinariy  evaluation  and  differ`ential

diagnosis .

21

rupther  exploration  of  this  ar`ea  is  needed  to  clar`ify

the  findings  of  this  study.  utilizing  an  adequate  sample

size. with  equal  number`s  of  specific  disciplines  I.epresented

in  the  data.     It  would  seem  r`easonable  for  follow-up

studies  to  omit  headaches,  aller.gies,  encopl`esis,  and

vitamin  clef iciencies  fr.om  the  list  of  symptoms  and  either.

concentrate  on  the  remaining  symptoms  or`  add  other.s  that

may  be  I.elevant  to  hyperkinesis.    A  rating  system  might

also  be  helpful  as  this  type  of  scor.ing  scheme  can  take

advantage  of  papametl`ic  statistical  analysis  as  well  as

nonparametr`ic  pr`ocedur`es ,  thus  giving  the  exper`imenter.

mor`e  flexibility.
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Appendix  A:     Cover`  letter

Dear`  Dr.

I  am  a  griaduate  student  at  Appalachian  State  Univer-

sity  curirently  wor`king  on  my  Master`'s  Thesis.     The  thrust  of

my  r`eseal`ch  is  aimed  at  an  evaluation  of  definitional

constructs  of  hyper`kinesis.

I  I.ealize  that  you  arte  pr`obably  priessed  for  time,  but

I  would  appr`eciate  youri  taking  15  minutes  op  so  to  fill  out

the  enclosed  for.in  and  mail  it  in  the  prtovided  envelope  as

soon  as  possible.     Please  fill  the  form  out  yourself  and

avoid  any  consultation  or`  use  of  ieference  material  in

filling  out  the  form.     It  is  essential  that  you  express

your  opinion.     If  you  par`ticipate  in  this  study,  you  will
I`eceive  a  summary  of  my  rtesear`ch  as  soon  as  it   is

Completed .

Thank  you  fop  your.  attention  to  this  matter..     Yourt

pr`ompt  I.esponse  will  be  grieatly  appreciated.
'

Appendix  8:     Questionnaire

Title   (Pediatrician,  General  Pr`actitioner.,   etc. )

Years  in  Practice

Type  of  Pr`actice   (Private,   Gr.oup,   etc.)
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Use  the  following  directions  for  the  symptoms  listed  below:

1)     Place  a  checkmar`k  by  10  of  the   symptoms  which  ar`e
most  r`elevant  to  hyper`kinesis

2)     Rank  these   symptoms  from  1  to  10  accoriding  to  their`
•respective  relevance  to  hyperikinesis  in  the  space
provided

3)     Rank  the  remaining   10   symptoms   in  or`der`  of  theiri
relevance  to  hyperkinesis  in  the  space  pr`ovided

4)     Check  to  make  surte  that  you  arte  satisfied  with  the
riankings

Ir.riegular.  sleep  patterins
I:nur`esis
Disorder`s  of  memory  8  thinking
Impulsivity
Aller`gies

Thumb  sucking,  nail  biting-  Disortderis  of  speech  8  hearting
-  General  coordination  clef icits

Emotional  lability
Hyperactivity

Symptoms  ranked   from  1   to   10
1
2
3
P
5
6
7
8
9

10

= ::?::;a:I:=aturity
Encopresis

- ::::::::t:::min8
Low  IQ   (as  measured
by  IQ  tests)

Headaches
Perlceptual-motor`-  impairments

_  Equivocal  neuriological
signs   8   EEC   ir`r`eg.
Disorders  of  attention- Vitamin  deficiency

Remaining   symptoms
11
12
13
1L1

15
16
17
18
19
20
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Apperidix  C:     Follow-up  letter`

Dear.  Dr..

A  check  of  the  list  of  questionnairies  I  have  mailed  out

indicates  that  I  have  not  received  a  return  frtom  you.     In

case  you  have  failed  to  receive  or  misplaced  the  pr`evious

form,   I  am  enclosing  anothert.     This  forim  will  only  take  10

minutes  of  your`  time.     I  will  gr`eatly  appreciate  your`

response .

Thank  you  fort  youri  attention  to  this  letter.     I  hope

to  r`eceive  your`  reply  shortly.
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